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editors’ notes

Before we even got started on this issue, we were fighting. Our experiences of gender are so different that it’s hard to
find a Venn Diagram that we could base our ideas off of. But that’s sort of the whole point, right? We have such different
ideas of what our genders mean, so we stuck to the only bit of common ground between all of us: performance.
So much of our lives — our cultures, our upbringings,
our media — make up how we perform our gender and I
wanted to take a moment to reflect on all of that. Transitioning sort of forces you to think on the performance of
it all: the stage fright of trying to be cis, the dissonance
you’ve felt your whole life, the costumes you put on in
order to be accepted. It’s a heavy thing to have to carry
around with you. I am so grateful to everyone who trusted
us to host their stories and experiences.

Gender means a lot to me, but that isn’t something
that I’m particularly interested in talking about in this special issue. From the get-go, I wanted this issue to platform
women of colour and gender-diverse people — and publishing this is halfway to achieving that goal. But the other
half is making sure these pieces are read because what
good is a platform to shout from if no one’s there to listen?
I hope you take these stories and work. Think about what
they’re saying and who is saying them. By doing all that,
you’ll hopefully have a dozen more ways to think about
your own performance.

Thomas O’Donnell

Pawan Minhas
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LEGAL
The Ubyssey is the official student newspaper
of the University of British Columbia. It is
published every Tuesday by The Ubyssey
Publications Society. We are an autonomous,
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features editor

If you want to engage further with gender-related resource groups, here’s a little list:
•
Healthier Masculinities: A program established by the Sexual Assault Support Centre, the website explains
that “[t]he program is designed to encourage male identified and masculine presenting students to get involved
in creating an awesome, safe and caring community.” Their flagship program, Men’s Circle, happens every other
Wednesday from 6 to 7:30 p.m. in the Nest.
•
Pride Collective: An AMS resource group, the collective “offers educational and social services dealing with
sexual and gender diversity to the UBC community,” according to their website. They provide a number of essential
resources to folks on this campus and are definitely worth engaging with!
•
AMS Women’s Centre: Last but not least, the Women’s Centre Facebook page notes that the centre “exist[s] to
support anybody that has faced gender-based oppression and has experienced, will experience, or is experiencing
womanhood.” Find their programming, mission statement and everything else on their Facebook page, “Women’s
Centre at UBC.”
Materials in this issue discuss topics of dysphoria, sex, abuse and toxic relationships.

thank you

Danni Olusanya, Muskaan Nagi, Rolando
Hinojosa, Kip Chow, Holden Wall,
Sam Smart, Yasmeen Gruno

PHOTOS Elizabeth Wang, Lua Presidio,
Bianca Santana, Jingyu Hu
DESIGN Lua Presidio

in the Aritzia fitting room
sam smart
you should wear something more feminine
I appreciate the sentiment but
				
when I wake up
			
there’s a chance
		
I’ll cut my hair
down to my scalp
and slouch
so my chest is flat
		
and chisel my
			
cheeks and jaw
				
’til they’re just right.
I worry

what if the feeling is fleeting?
is it safer to stay static?

tell everyone I bought a lilac dress and a pair of tan three-inch heels
they’ll be glad to hear I’m trying a little harder to conform. U

I love it when we play 1950
darcy bandeen

T

he first time we got dinner, we joked about who
the waiter would put the bill in front of. We had
just been talking about binaries in Queer relationships, the ways we subvert them and the times
they take us by surprise. I told her about my time
using Tinder in high school, about how I’d always pay
without being asked and how the girls would always
expect it.
The waiter placed the bill in front of her. I snatched
it away before she could get her money out.
We complement each other well. She doesn’t believe
that opposites attract, but smiled when I disagreed
with her. Both of us live without and between gender,
weaving our identities like tangled embroidery
thread in a colourful drawer.
She’s playful with her presentation, shifting
around yet staying the same. Her clothing, body
language and attitude feel fluid — she can switch
performances within seconds. Sometimes I feel more
reserved, stepping carefully around femininity in all
the ways it’s been prescribed to me before.
My entire childhood was spent surrounded by
femininity — all-girls’ schools, camps and clubs.
Despite trying my hardest, I couldn’t help but feel
like life was trying to teach me a lesson in a language
I didn’t understand. I lived in a state of awareness,
conscious of my difference but never understanding
why it existed.

It started off seriously, but both of us know I can’t
help but make a joke. I had a late night at work and
opened the door to the smell of tofu frying. She

kissed me on the cheek and I tossed my jacket on the
counter. I teased her for the domesticity of it all as we
ate.
“Call me heteronormative,” she said, eyes crinkling
as she smiled, “but I like cooking for you. Maybe I’ll
start to pack you lunch.”
“Are you going to put it in a brown paper bag, too?
Make me a peanut butter sandwich with the crusts
cut off? Leave a note inside with a little heart?”
She rolled her eyes and walked over to me, sat on
my lap and pulled me closer by the collar of my dress
shirt.
“You want that 1950s love, huh?” she whispered in
my ear, her voice dripping in sarcasm.
“As long as you call me ‘Daddy,’” I replied, both of
us laughing as I pushed her off my lap.
For two Queer people, it feels strange how often we
think in binaries — top and bottom, masculine and
feminine. We dance around the topics, a careful mix
of jokes, flirts and honest conversations. We live in a
dynamic state of performance and presentation.
She understands me in a way that feels like jumping into a swimming pool in the middle of July.

It came up again later that night as we lay tangled up
on her couch.
“I wouldn’t be against it, you know?” She mumbled
into my shirt. “A little 1950s roleplay?”
The thought spiraled into a story, held together by
our little quips to each other. The characters were laid
out — she would be my loving wife and I would be her
ungrateful husband. I would get home from work and
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complain about the food she made me. She would try
to kiss me and I would tell her I’d rather be watching
the game.
When we’d eventually have sex, I would jackhammer in missionary and last no longer than 60 seconds.
I would pretend not to know what a clit is. I would
flop on top of her after, instantly asleep.
“I’d snap, though,” she countered, placing her
chin on my chest and catching my eye with a smile. I
laughed, but she persisted. “I’d be too horny. Maybe
I’d turn the tables, huh? A little ’50s housewife gone
rogue? Tie you up and teach you a lesson?”
I couldn’t help but smile, blushing under her gaze,
silently revelling in the comfort between us.
I’ve always thought about gender performance
during sex. When I was younger, I closed myself off
to anything too intimate — terrified that my partner
would see me as feminine, convinced that I owed
the world androgyny in exchange for being taken
seriously. In my eyes, submission was an admission of
wanting something which, in the past, isolated me so
deeply from myself.
I’m not sure why it feels different with her — why she
makes me crave the parts of myself I’ve never gotten
to know. Maybe it’s because I know how I see her and
how she sees me and we can be whoever we want
with each other, without changing that.
So we make homes out of dorm rooms and characters in plays we direct.
She’ll still call me ‘Daddy’ and I’ll still call her
‘baby.’
But only when we’re playing 1950. U U

Seeing yourself and being seen
kip chow

“W

hat’s your name?” the proselytiser
asked. She had cornered me at the bus
stop and there was no one else around
for her to target.
“Adrienne,” I said.
“Oh, Adrian? It’s nice to meet you.”
She proceeded to be surprised when I told her I
was in university (“You look very young!”) and walked
away af ter giving me a pamphlet I later recycled
af ter looking up the organization.
While Adrienne isn’t my actual birth name, the
mistake she made was similar. I wasn’t able to safely
medically transition yet — I lived with my family and
wasn’t out to them yet — and binding didn’t prevent
me from being perceived as my assigned gender.
I tried to make myself look as androgynous as
possible but the sof tness of my face and my high,
clear voice immediately caused people to box me
into ‘she/her’ territory. That incident was one of the
first times a stranger had interpreted me as male. I
had never seen myself as such, but being seen as ‘not
female,’ albeit by someone trying to recruit me into a
cult, was incredibly validating. When I got home that
day, I stared at the mirror and although I didn’t recognize myself, I saw how I might look eventually.
However, these few, scattered experiences only
made me want to seek them out further, even if I was
technically being misidentified. I obsessively searched
up ways to better ‘pass’ as male — in a fit of pique, I
donated my few once-coveted plaid shirts because I
felt that they made me look like a lesbian instead of
a guy. I told my friends that I wanted to switch from
‘they/them’ to ‘he/him’ to better fit how I wanted to
be perceived. I came out to my family and they took it
much better than I anticipated. Sure, my mother told
people she was afraid that I would “infect” my younger
sister behind my back, but she didn’t kick me out and
she actually put effort into using my new name and
pronouns. After some waiting and several consultation appointments, I received a prescription for lowdose testosterone.
Although I had figured out I was nonbinary in early

adolescence, I hadn’t wanted to undergo HRT until
the year before I came out to my family. In fact, I had
previously decided that I was going to — mostly —
live as my assigned gender since, at the time, I defined
myself as “not male”. However, dysphoria with my
body and how I was perceived had come to a head and
simply put, pretending to be a woman was no longer
a viable option. I would be comfortable pretending
to be a man, I concluded, since most of the physical
characteristics I desired lined up with what people expected a man to look like. It was more than just about
how others perceived me, though. I thought I would
be genuinely satisfied with being perceived as male
by both myself and others. I wasn’t wrong, but that
satisfaction eventually gave way to unease.
Testosterone hit me like a truck, but in a good
way. My muscle mass underwent noticeable change
in only weeks, my voice in a couple of months. I started a co-op term several months af ter starting HRT
and although I was initially perceived as female, people quickly picked up that I wasn’t. Since everyone at
the office saw me as a Trans guy, I felt more comfortable wearing nail polish, leggings and other typically
feminine attire. I started to recognize myself as more
than just a vessel. However it was a dif ferent matter
for interactions outside of work and with my friends.
My parents were not so understanding of why I
wanted to “go back” to more feminine forms of dress, to
the extent where my mother essentially asked if I was
planning to detransition. So, I continued to maintain a
more masculine presentation around them for both my
own comfort and theirs.
As my body changed and I was increasingly perceived as male in more spaces, a niggling feeling in
the back of my head steadily grew until my so-called
‘maleness’ was sometimes uncomfortable to inhabit. I
switched back to using ‘they/them’ and being referred
to with gender-neutral language with my friends, but I
didn’t have that option with the world at large.
The world at large continued to declare that I didn’t
exist and was sick in the head for thinking otherwise.
So I did what I had been accustomed to doing — I pre-
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tended. I stopped recognizing myself in the mirror as
often, but I was used to that from before my medical
transition. It wasn’t nearly as difficult as what I had
needed to pose for, for most of my life, and eventually
I settled into a sort of limbo state of not-quite-easebut-not-unease.
Time passed. After an extended leave from school,
I came back with a new name and a significantly
edited body. I had grown to realize that my issue with
being perceived as male was not to do with actual
maleness — after all, I was more than content when
I was interpreted as a Trans guy. Rather, it was that I
was and continue to be perceived as a cis male when
who I am is lightyears away from that experience and
frame of mind. I had simply gone from one form of
misrecognition to another more incorrect kind, even if
it was an incorrectness I was okay inhabiting.
For the most part, I’ve given up trying to accurately
present myself to a world that views me through a
distorted lens. In cis-dominated spaces where I’m out
as nonbinary, there’s always unsaid questions: “Does
that mean you’re genderfluid? What’s your assigned
gender? Are you really?’
When I appear more androgynous, I can sometimes feel people’s gazes and their speculation on
what my genitals are. My family continues to think
I’m a guy because it’s simply not worth the labour
for me to explain and reinforce that I’m something
beyond their binary thinking. In spite of all this and
more, I feel like I’ve settled into something reasonably close to comfort with the identities I actually
and supposedly occupy.
When taking back our term papers in a class last
semester, another student noticed my mark when
we were both talking to the professor. He slapped
me on the back in that signature display of masculine camaraderie, exclaiming “Wow, good job!” My
mail declares me as “Mr.” and “sir.” I go home and am
referred to as a son, a brother. None of these match
who I am.
Nowadays, on most days, I see myself in the mirror anyway. U

figure #1

Strings attached: A study
on the effect gender has
on writing conventions…
if there is any
edith coates

T

his whole issue being on the topic of gender and
performance made me curious about peoples’
writing. Do we ‘perform’ our genders every time
we sit down at the keyboard? In other words, could
there be any signs in a person’s writing of what gender
they are?
So, in order to find out and to give my coding
portfolio a bit of a boost, I came up with a little corpus
study. In this case, “corpus” refers to a body of linguistic data. I put together an anonymous survey, asking
for people’s gender and responses to two short writing
prompts, and got everyone at The Ubyssey and other
friends to fill it out.
Once I was done collecting data and filtered out
a few unusable responses, the survey had 33 respondents — 17 of whom are female, 9 are male and 7 are
non-binary (including genderfluid, agender, Two-spirit and so on). All responders were in the age range of
19-29 with a few outliers. In order to elicit natural writing, I asked the responders to answer two prompts
that hopefully garnered strong reactions:
Response 1 (50-100 words)
A friend of yours, who you love to tease, has just
revealed that their favourite pizza topping is no longer
pineapple, but banana. What would you say to them?
Response 2 (50-100 words)
An acquaintance of yours, with whom you have
previously wormed your way out of spending time,
has just invited you to a mediocre bar on the other
side of town this evening. How would you respond?
And sure enough, prompt 1 at least did:
“What the actual fuck?”
I threw together a python script in order to read
each response, crunch some metrics and plot the
results.
As foretold by the above answer, the first issue I
came up against was the length of each response.
Despite asking very nicely for 50-100 words, many
responders came up short, See figure #1.
If I were a professor and these responders were my
students, they would all have likely received a very
angry message in Canvas about this, regardless of
gender. Nonetheless, since this study isn’t being graded or anything, I continued on my analysis. The first
big test I ran was on the amount of punctuation each
responder used, See figure #2.
It seems that female responders may use punctuation
slightly more than their male or non-binary peers,
with enby responders being the least disposed to
non-alphanumeric characters. No, there were no emojis in any of the responses, which is a good thing: The
last thing I want to do right now is look for the correct
regex filter for ‘emoji.’
I went on to break punctuation down further, See
figure #3.
This may suggest that female responders are more
predisposed to ellipses and quotations, while non-binary responders eke out on exclamation and question
mark use. ‘But Edith’, you may be asking, ‘did you look
into the possibility that the location in a response
affects the use of punctuation?’
I certainly did, dear hypothetical reader, See figure #4.

figure #2

Despite using more punctuation overall, female responders were the least likely to end a response with
a full stop, exclamation mark, or question mark.
Something I noticed from these charts is that,
while there is variation between the categories,
it’s fairly small. I’m not exactly going to get a Nobel
prize in experimental linguistics for my theory that
non-binary folks, on average, use .25 of a question
mark more than anyone else. As another example,
take this graph of average sentence length, See figure
#5.
It’s certainly possible to rank these gender categories
in terms of average sentence length in characters —
including spaces — but does it really mean anything
if the range of averages is within a single character or
two? I could go on for ages finding different strings
and other combos to match and plot, but what does all
this variation actually tell us?
As a kind of Hail Mary, I calculated the entropy
of the combined responses for each of the survey
responders. It’s based on a formula for measuring how
unpredictable a system is — i.e. the negative sum of
probabilities times log2 of the same probability. In
plain and simple formula notation:

In the case of this study, the entropy of a person’s total response is found by first determining the probability of each unique character occurring in the two
responses. The final result is found by adding all
products of probability and the log2 of probability
for each character, and flipping the sign so that
the results are positive. The idea is, the higher the
probability, the more ‘unpredictable’ the system of
characters is for each responder, and by extension,
the more variable a responder’s writing is, in terms
of characters.
Now that I got that out of the way, I can move
on to the grand results of this caper: the average of
entropies, for each gender… were almost exactly the
same, hovering around 3.9 bits. I chose to spare you
all from seeing a chart with three bars of basically
the same height, so I tried a different approach to
visualizing this stuff. Instead of an average, I found
the range of entropies for each gender, i.e. the largest entropy minus the smallest, See figure #6.
This may suggest that male responders have more
variation in response variation, I can’t believe
my life led me to saying this stuff, as opposed to
non-binary and female responders. Some console
outputting I did suggested that response length (in
characters) and entropy didn’t appear to be incredibly correlated.
After all of this data collection, python scripting and visualizing, my big conclusion is that I
don’t really have one. Perhaps someone with more
experience in data science will kindly give me some
insight, or perhaps they’ll kindly instruct me to
move my PyCharm project to the recycle bin.
All in all, I think you shouldn’t worry about your
writing conventions and if they appear gendered
too much. When people try to analyze this kind of
stuff, things like this article are the result.
I’d like to thank everyone who participated in
this study! U
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How I benefitted from China’s one-child policy
elizabeth wang

M

ulan is about to be released in cinemas.
In the animated version of the movie,
a girl goes to war instead of her father
and grows up to be the best warrior in the nation.
Many years later, after talking to my non-binary
friend about the film, they told me that the film
was revolutionary for them in terms of representing genderqueer elements. It was then that
I realized, ‘Wow, there’s another way to interpret
this work.’
My first impression of the story was very
different from my friend’s.
This might not be very familiar for many
Canadians out there — or even to some Asian
Canadian folks — but the original story of Mulan
is not a fictional story. Rather it’s a 400-word
Chinese poem called 木兰辞, which was written
almost 1,000 years ago. And just like every
Chinese kid in the world, I was taught — actually
demanded — to recite it at the age of five.
Every night before going to bed, my mom
would come to my bed and read an excerpt of
the poem. And even though an illiterate five
year-old me couldn’t read all the characters in
the poem, she made me repeat after her for a
few renditions before going to sleep. When I was
memorizing the poem, there’s one stanza that
stuck with me. It says:
阿爷无大儿, (My father has no elder son)
木兰无长兄，( and I have no older brother to
lean on)
愿为市鞍马，(I’ll buy a saddle and a horse)
从此替爷征。(to ride to the war in place of
my father)
My mom would say your father also has no
son, you are his only hope — don’t let him down.
Five year-old me knew little about the onechild policy or how it impacted our family, but I
still managed to memorize the poem and recite
it in front of a panel of judges from the best
public elementary school in our town. This poem
got me a spot in a Chinese literature-focused
class in that school. But when I tried to recall the
moment of getting into the class, I don’t remember the proud face of my dad.

It was because he wasn’t living with us at
that time. Back then, my dad was serving for the
country in a coastal town 90 kilometres away
from our home. Every weekend, my mom would
seat me in the front passenger seat, buckle in
my seatbelt and drive across mountains with me
sleeping by her side. By the time I would wake up,
I’d see my father waiting for us under the national flag pole by the base’s training field.
My dad was always very happy when we were
there with him. He would take us to the beach
and catch crabs and marine conchs for me to
bring back home as pets — although they all
died within three days after living outside of the
seawater.
Sometimes he would take us to office dinners
with the army officials. These were normally
men in their 30s, wearing olive-green t-shirts
when they’re not on shift. We usually sat around
a round table and in the middle of the dinner, the
army officers would leave their seat and come to
toast with us. This is when they’d start flattering
each other. They’d say to my father every time
at a dinner table was, “You have such a nice girl,
would be even better if you could have a son.”
This is when my mom would stand up and
say, “We’d love to, but the government won’t
allow us.”
I’d get upset sitting in the back of the table,
but my mom would tell me to shut up and smile.
“It’s just called socializing,” she’d say.
I wouldn’t argue with her — I rarely do.
You need to have a son, this belief is rooted in
a tradition over 2,000 years old. Older people often say, “There are three things which are unfilial
and to have no posterity is the greatest of them.”
Before the enforcement of the one-child policy,
Chinese families would try their best to have
a son to “inherit the name of the family.” That
includes naming their daughter “招娣” (summoning a brother), “念娣” (thinking of a brother)
or “想娣” (missing a brother) and to keep having
children until the birth of a son.
Despite the enforcement of the policy, some
Chinese families are still able to work around
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that. A wealthy family would either pay an
extremely high penalty or give birth to their
children overseas. A poor family would give away
their female children or even kill them immediately before or after they were born. But violence
towards girls is more than just this.
When I was older, after a big fight between
my parents, my mom revealed a family anecdote
to me: when I was born, my grandparents were
thinking of sending me away to the countryside
where I would be raised secretly away from my
parents — so that they could try to have another
son.
“Of course I refused to do that, I wouldn’t
allow them to take my child away from me,” my
mom said.
But even still, 17 years after I was born, my
grandma would still try to talk me into convincing my mom to have “another son” every
year when she came to visit. Every time, I would
choose to be silent and smile politely at her. She’s
a very nice old lady but born and raised during a
time where having no son was considered to be
the biggest sin a wife could commit.
I can’t imagine what my life would be without
the one-child policy. But I know that when the
policy was replaced by a two-child policy two
years ago, my dad was immediately advised by
all his male friends to have another one, particularly a son.
My parents never admitted that they want to
have another son, although I’ve heard them talk
about it a couple of times throughout my entire
childhood. Growing up, the possibility of having a
younger brother who would change my position
in the family completely was my worst nightmare. Last year, I visited our ancestral tomb with
my parents to give an offering to our ancestors.
On the family book, I noticed my name was not
on there.
“阿爷无大儿，木兰无长兄，愿为市鞍马，从
此替爷征。”
Mulan, who went to war in place of her father,
was never a warrior by nature. She was just being
punished by a sin that she had never committed. U

Tiny silver garbage bins
thomas o’donnell

I

n the summer, I was trying to describe to my cis male friend my favourite part
of a washroom stall: the tiny silver garbage bin that you put your ‘unmentionable’ garbage in. He looked at me with shock, like I was describing some
strange alien technology.
If you, like my friend, are unaware — in nearly all women’s washroom stalls,
there is a little bin where you can discreetly throw your garbage away. This li’l
can is a godsend. Mostly it’s used for trash relating to one’s menstrual cycle. You
know, the things you learn about in health class: pads, tampons, pantyliners.
Having to rrrrrrrrrip open a pad in a public washroom is a mortifying enough
experience. At least I can have a little peace not having to carry my *cough* trash
out into the public in order to throw it away.
I am saddened by how rarely I see the silver garbage cans in men’s washroom
stalls. I understand that cis men probably don’t need them in the capacity that
I do, but it’s a pretty high-stakes game for me to be in the washroom. Any small
thing that I can do to not out myself in an all-male space is good. And I feel like
fellow men might catch on if they see me Beeline for a stall and leave with a giant
wad of toilet paper to throw in the garbage.
Plus they don’t have to be used just for menstrual waste! You could probably
use them for other small garbage too, like gum or pieces of paper. U

Strong independent young woman seeking a look
tianne jensen-desjardins

U

niversity should be a safe space to experiment with expressing your identity through
your look. And for my first year, it sort of was. I came to school with big pink boots
and dyed some of my hair pink. It was a look, I promise. Now that I’m halfway through
second year, I feel like I’m supposed to have things a bit more figured out. Most people seem
to have their distinct look figured out, whether it be sleek and polished or fun and colourful,
but I still haven't found mine. I’d love to come to school in my pink boots with a short black
skirt and a band t-shirt, but it gives off teenager-me vibes and I’m trying to give off intelligent-young-woman vibes.
The young woman part isn’t so hard, usually that gets checked off when I wear brown
boots and a long black jacket. It’s the woman part that I struggle with. How do you enjoy
your femininity and still look like an adult? I’ve tried to copy what I see other young women
wearing, but tight jeans just weren’t for me. And blouses? Forget it. So usually I just throw on
some comfortable leggings plus a loose t-shirt and call it a day. While I feel more comfortable
in those, I feel like I’m hiding behind black, loose clothes and not celebrating the woman that
I’m proud to be.
Does my femininity have to come across in what I wear? Why do I care so much how people
perceive me? Why is it so hard to look like an educated young adult and still look feminine? U
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Friendship and mentorship: How women
occupy and fight for leadership roles at UBC
charlotte alden

‘“A

re those your own thoughts, or were they given to you by a
male colleague?’”
Former AMS President Marium Hamid has been asked
this question on multiple occasions.
Figuring out how to reply to this question is tricky, Hamid explained. It’s a challenge to stop herself from becoming angry and
lashing out at the person, to stop herself from becoming the emotional
woman that so many in leadership fear being painted as.
“At that moment, reminding yourself … that you were fairly and
democratically elected by people, that the authority, the power, but
also responsibility and accountability that you associate with your role
doesn’t come just from you,” Hamid said. “It comes from the fact that
people trusted you.”
At UBC, many women hold positions of power in the AMS and in
undergraduate societies. The current presidents of six out of eight
societies are all women.
From the women interviewed for this piece, the resounding belief
is that the prominence of female students in leadership at UBC comes
from mentorship and seeing and interacting with women in leadership positions.
That’s not to say that these women don’t encounter sexism in their
positions. AMS VP External Cristina Ilnitchi spoke of times when in
meetings, people would look to and speak to her male counterparts
instead of her, the vice-president in the room. That’s only one example.
But the norms of leadership being ‘masculine’ are being broken down
more often as more women take on these roles.
CRASHING THE BOYS CLUB
Hamid initially didn’t want to be president at all.
She was interested in the AMS and making changes within the
university, but was deterred by campaigns and elections. She had been
the student services director the year previous to being elected, a role
that she said she pursued because there was no election.
“I was extremely skeptical and not willing to run for anything related to the political side of things,” Hamid said.
What made her change her mind was the encouragement of people and women she looked up to.
“It’s one thing for your friends to say … ‘You should run’ and another
for somebody whose work you admire, whose advocacy [and] whose
leadership on this campus that you admire, come and tell you, ‘I would
love to work with you,’” Hamid said.
Mika Campbell Nishimura, the VP student life of the Engineering
Undergraduate Society (EUS) experienced something similar. She said
she thought the idea of running for executive was “interesting,” but
that she wasn’t serious about it until the people around her encouraged her to run.
“I think it wasn’t until term two [of second year] when people [started] coming up to me [saying], ‘Okay, so you’re going to be the next VP
student life, right?’” Nishimura said.
Ilnitchi said that working with women in executive roles opened
doors for her.
“I learned from them and they took so much time to mentor me
and encourage me. That made me feel like it was something that I
could do, too,” Ilnitchi said.
This also helped Ilnitchi break down the oft-internalized view that
some traits are seen as more ‘masculine’ and some as more ‘feminine.’
According to a paper by the IZA Institute of Labour Economics,
masculinity is often associated with the figure of a “strong, technically
competent, ambitious, self-sufficient and authoritative leader who
can maintain control of his emotions.” Femininity, in contrast, is associated with “empathy, sensitivity, loyalty and a caring disposition.”
“It was really interesting to see that for [the women in leadership
roles], they were able to be themselves and to have those leadership
qualities that maybe could be described as more feminine than masculine. For them to lead so well, even … having those qualities being so
explicit,” Ilnitchi said.
“It really shows you that there's opportunity for you.”
THE ‘LITTLE SECRET CLUB’ OF THE EUS
Opportunity for women to lead has emerged in an unlikely place at
UBC: engineering.
Despite efforts from UBC’s Faculty of Applied Sciences to reach 50
per cent enrollment in engineering by 2020, the percentage of women
in engineering has only risen 5 per cent in the last decade, from 19.6 per
cent in 2008 to 25.7 per cent in 2018.
But the EUS executive team is majority women.
Former EUS President Kate Burnham theorized that the presence
of so many women in leadership roles in engineering comes from the
“clear understanding” that many women have of why they’re there and

a “commitment to the
program.”
“[They] have made
it a fairly active choice
rather than a more
passive choice that some
students make because
they’re getting external
pressures from parents,”
Burnham said.
Tyra Phillips, the
current EUS president,
said that it all comes down to the “role models.”
“I look back at Veronica Knott [or] Jeanie Malone — they were
incredible role models. I think that’s a huge reason why we see so many
women in these leadership roles now, because they paved the way for
us back in the day,” Phillips said.
Burnham also spoke of the positive influences and encouragement
she had from former EUS presidents.
“We definitely have a little secret club of female EUS presidents
who have been really good at being president and have encouraged
each other going forward to carry on the legacy.”
LEADERSHIP CHALLENGES
However, there are still barriers to be broken.
“At the time that I ran, there had never been a female VP admin,”
EUS VP Administration Katherine Westerlund said.
She initially struggled to advocate for herself in the role.
“I did find it challenging to assert the fact that I was better than anyone else who could do it,” she said. “There’s a lot of responsibility that
you [take] on and so you have to prepare yourself for that.”
But she noted how she has grown in confidence since being elected
to the EUS executive.
“I will cut people off in meetings and I will be in charge and tell
people to be quiet,” Westerlund said. “You have to take on a lot of those
roles that are traditionally assumed to be masculine.”
The experience of being a woman of colour in power poses some
different challenges.
When Hamid was elected, she initially struggled with the way she
described herself and acted in the new spaces she was in.
“Am I just supposed to be the president? Or can I also be … a racialized woman who’s president? Because you don’t want to come off too
much of being a woman or too much of being racialized,” Hamid said.
“That’s a horrible thought because you should never have to decide
between how much of one thing you want to be. But that is something
you constantly start thinking about.”
While Hamid said that grappling with this is still something she’s
learning how to do, she realized that she doesn’t need anybody’s permission to take the space she needed.
“As I grew more into the role … I realized if I don’t evoke the fact that
I am a woman, I am a racialized person, but I am not just those things. I
have all the other things that make me who I am,” Hamid said.
BEYOND FEMALE MENTORSHIP
Hamid believes mentorship doesn’t have to be strictly professional
or just between women.
The discourse around how men can’t be proper mentors to women
is something that Hamid thinks we should “break down.”
“Some of the best advice I’ve ever gotten is from racialized men
who also understand my experiences from the perspective of being
racialized, but can also give me opportunities,” Hamid said.
“Remembering that if men who have been allowed to prosper and
be great aren’t allowed or aren’t encouraged to mentor women, then
how are we supposed to see ourselves there if we aren't able to interact
with them and learn with them?”
More than mentorship, Hamid also believes in the importance of
friendship between women in positions of power.
Hamid was Ilnitchi’s residence advisor in her first year and they
entered the executive at similar times. Hamid said it meant a lot for
someone she had known so long to be running with her.
“[Hamid’s] always been the person who has encouraged the people
around her [and] has found other people on campus to bring along and
grow with her,” Ilnitchi said.
“I think mentorship means so much more between women when
it’s covered with solidarity of knowing that it’s not just about those big
issues that are often heavy and difficult, but it’s also about coming into
these places with a sense of humour,” Hamid added.
“As difficult as it is sometimes, it’s also exciting. You’re on the cusp
of doing great things.” U
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Something I missed in a split between two
anonymous

W

aiting for the 2 a.m. bus
home, I was alone, but my
mind was not. Thoughts of
him followed me from his door, onto
the SkyTrain and up the hill to the
bus stop. The memory of his contact kept me warm despite the rain
pitter-pattering off of my umbrella.
I was still new to dating, not yet
accustomed to being with someone I
liked who reciprocated in a way that
we were both brave enough to act on.
That late, the bus seemed to arrive
whenever it thought was appropriate,
so there I waited. It wasn’t too bad
though because he was there under
my umbrella, spread out on my mind
like honey shining golden on toast.
Our first date was one of endurance. We walked for hours downtown
and my shoulder grew tired from the
regret of putting so much stuff in my
bag in an earlier fit of nerves. He was
spry, made for walking, his long legs
giving him the fuel of a marathoner.
Each step was playfully measured like
he was playing hopscotch. The ache in
my feet grew as the day went on and
so did my attraction to him.
We built IKEA furniture together
a few dates later. An activity typically
reserved for established couples, I
know, but we were contending with
a lot of newness then. Before I’d
met him, he’d recently moved into a
basement suite with a single pitiful
aboveground window by the door.
It would let a sliver of sun sneak into
the kitchen and lay itself over his bare
walls and empty floors. The light of
the day became ever thinner, dusk
taking over as we found ourselves
leaning over loose screws and the
half-built desk to kiss for the first
time. Even though his basement
needed more, a lamp, a shelf, a
mirror, it was okay because it was
already full of him.
Af ter our times together, I
inevitably had to bus home, back to
where my parents and I had lived
since my kindergarten days. The
distance between my parents and I
widened as I neared the end of high
school. I would come home from
class, but my parents and I never
asked how one another’s day had
been, as I assumed their parents
never asked them. They never
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adopted Western idiosyncrasies like
that af ter all their years in Canada.
It wasn’t our habit. We didn’t talk
feelings and physical contact was
even rarer. The only time I remember
my dad’s touch was in Grade 3 af ter
my mom had hit me: I asked him for
a hug and there we sat, until I took
my face of f his shoulder and saw the
dark patch my tears lef t on his shirt.
I felt embarrassed to have asked for
a hug and not once af terward did
we talk about what had happened.
Masculine toughness lies in the
unspoken. My emotions were my
own to hold on to and I became hard
like kiln-fired clay so they wouldn’t
escape.
Although my parents taught me
independence, it still eluded me.
They forbade me from having a
girlfriend and they didn’t like it when
I stayed out late, even af ter I started
university. So the teenage defiance
I never had took the form of him. I
spent more time at his place, incrementally pushing back the definition
of a late night until, on occasion, I
would eschew the bus, ignoring my
mom’s calls and spend the night with
him. It was a space that I’d never had,
one where masculinity lost its grip
and I could sof ten. A space where
af fection was doled out as free as
summer shade given under a tree at
my neighbourhood dog park. This
is how things should be, I thought.
Freedom from and freedom to. To
express myself to someone, anyone
and have them do the same to me.
The more I knew him, the more
I noticed a hesitation behind his
touch. He told me that he struggled with mental illness. I had no
map for what to do when someone
you care so much for didn’t care
for themselves the same way,
so I decided that I would use my
newfound expression. Rejecting the
confines of my upbringing, I had to
be supportive, available and gentle.
I would take care of him in a way
that I thought I should have been
taken care of: get his feelings out so
he could be free too.
But soon, a shortness arose that
marked how we began to treat each
other. I thought I had mastered how
to care, but something was amiss in

my efforts to solve him.
I was frustrated with myself and
it reminded me of when I pestered
my dad to teach me how to shave.
The first shade of facial hair had
appeared on my upper lip. I liked
that my teenage coming of age
had finally grown on my face and
I liked even more the fact that I
could now want it gone. My dad
never grew anything more than
the most minute of cactus spines,
so we didn’t have shaving cream at
home. Still, I wanted this ritual as
soon as I could have it, so I could
be a man. I followed him into the
washroom where he rubbed his
chin and cheeks with bar soap and
with a blue Bic razor left a clean
strip in the bubbles. That’s all, he
said. I mimicked, scared I’d see red,
but none came. Upper lip clean. It
couldn’t be that simple. I imagined
I would have to climb over so many
boulders to perform my ideal. What
I’d thought all men had to learn was
nothing more than the flick of a
razor and my smooth face stung.
The tradeoff I’d cemented in my
head, of silencing the firm for emotional fluency, took so much of my
attention that I’d lost the openness
we had. I kept on asking him what
was wrong and how I could help, but
I didn’t realize that he didn’t want
my help that way. I didn’t ask how
he wanted to be helped. I wondered
how he saw me then, whether he
still wanted to see my reflection in
the laptop screen — playing a movie
that I’d immediately agreed to watch
because I only wanted his arm around
me. I asked all of my friends what to
do, but I regret that I never had the
mind to ask him.
And I knew I hurt him. I tried so
hard to work the dichotomy in my
favour that I failed to realize that outside it was better to be. So as I leaned
on the kitchen counter next to the
desk we’d made whole, we concluded
we’d be better suited as friends and I
understood.
From him I gained openness and
leaving him I gained sensitivity. I left
his basement for the last time as his
lover and standing at the bus stop, I
carried a residual warmth but I felt
the crisp night air cool on my cheek. U

Instrument
jaanam jaswani
you know, I've always wanted to be an inanimate object
just there, no action until someone decides to use me
no element of performance
no sense of individuality that I have to craf t
I only serve one function
and if I don't do it right,
I'm broken, not unwilling
I'm just a damaged good

You mean Twitter can actually teach
people things?
tristan wheeler

A

if I was merely property
I wouldn't have to be answerable to anybody
in fact people would make decisions for me
fuck, where do i put this thing?
how should i present it
to look as valuable and as appealing as possible
so that one day i may trick
some goon into buying it from me
taking it of f my hands
and making me a pretty penny?
see, I don’t even have to do my own marketing
if I was only an item
there would not be any emotions
weighing me down
there is no noise I have to make to be understood
there is nothing to understand
I’m just there
I do one thing and someone does it to me
there is no need for me to have a desire to be used, it's just a matter of convenience
and then I take a look at my life
half laughing at how the universe uses me as an instrument of its will
or how easily the other half of the population speaks for me
and maybe my dreams of being an inanimate object had been fulfilled the day I was
born
congratulations, it's a girl. U
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s silly as it sounds, a defining moment for me was a tweet. A largely ignored tweet based on a Netflix original series that upon revisiting for this
article, I realize was a dumb joke. It went like “To All The Boys I’ve Had Brief
Close Friendships With Before Our Collective Toxic Masculinity Manifested In
Miscommunication And Stubbornness Which Ended The Relationship.”
What bothered me about this and why I still think about it is that, in a single
sentence, it summarizes the thing that I had never realized about myself.
At that moment, I thought of every friendship I’ve had with another man,
from childhood to now, and it all clicked into place. I had always thought I simply
got along better with women. It just was an aspect of my personality that had
no discernible reason. It was just how I was hardwired. I mean, my grandfather
even once told me he had the same feeling. It’s embarrassing to say but this tweet
really changed all that.
When I first learned what “toxic masculinity” was, I thought of the obvious
‘bro-y’ things — pointless competition, sexist comments in the change room,
fragility, chauvinism and violence. The things that everyone hates about masculinity — for good reason.
With these criteria, is it very easy to not buy into these ways of acting and
thinking. Something that, for a good part of my life, was how I understood myself.
I didn’t catcall women, brag about sexual conquests or demean people with
names. So how could I be af fected by toxic masculinity? I had defeated it!
This tweet made me realize that toxic masculinity is more insidious than I had
thought. I had thought acting not ‘macho’ had rid me of the problem, but as soon
as I checked of f that box, hundreds more boxes appeared. Toxic masculinity is
with me at all times, even now. It’s what people see when I walk into the room. It’s
how I’m expected to act around certain people and, even worse, it’s what stops
me from organically creating and understanding my relationships with other
men.
This is no one single person’s fault. My dad cries openly at Christmas movies,
plays ’90s ballads on his guitar and taught me not to bottle up emotions, but
those intuitive lessons can only go so far when faced with an entire world that
desperately wants you to act a certain way. This sort of intuition only works
divorced from societal reality. You can’t logic your way out of ingrained toxic
masculinity.
It can feel like a skin-tight suit that I’m desperately trying to get of f at all times.
If I tug in one direction, it gets tight elsewhere. And even when the whole thing
is loosened, af ter a few hours it tightens back up again. It’s the constant work of
trying to give myself room to breathe. It’s the internal battle of feeling comfortable expressing my feelings, the battle of not feeling like I’m giving leeway when
I open up to friends. It’s always reminding myself that talking to another cis man
doesn’t mean I need to be on the of fence or defence. It’s the ever-present reminder that I was taught something that I need to unlearn.
But with this realization comes freedom. While some pillars of toxic masculinity remain inside me, it gives me the chance to create new, positive ideas of what
it means to be a man that will hopefully make the old ones obsolete. I have been
able to interrogate what it means for me to be a man and find new, positive ways
of expressing my masculinity.
Grappling with toxic masculinity will be a continuing struggle, both in myself
and the people around me, but I look forward to the moment I can be comfortable being masculine, in whatever way I want. U

i don’t look like that
anupriya dasgupta
i wish before any of ‘me’ had started,
someone would have just warned me
that i
was never going to look
right
and
i wish someone had told me that that
was alright
sometimes i think that mirrors were just built to haunt me
i think as i grew i learnt to overcompensate
there was never enough space
for me and for my body
to breathe
guilt
tell meif i hold my breath for at least an hour and a half and
if i am never seen in photographs: looking happy
will i turn into a better thing
to hold and to behold
to admire and to respect
and to love
?
are people meant to be so aware
all the time
of the way cheap fabric caresses their skin?
or of the way they just appear

Listen up y’all…

unsophisticated and unpretty and unlike
unlikeable

kaila johnson

are people meant to hate?
oh- this is just my face

S

ometimes it be like that, but that doesn’t mean we can’t
change it. If there’s anything I’ve learned from surrounding
myself with cis hets, it is that some of y’all are so sensitive!
According to some random study from somewhere, some cis
men think that bringing reusable bags to the grocery store makes
them seem feminine. We’re all gonna die! Do you not care about
living?? I sure don’t, but I still bring reusable bags! I only have so
many uses for the plastic bags I have hiding in my kitchen.
Some of y’all also get sOoO shocked when you see someone
masculine-presenting in the women’s section or feminine-presenting in the men’s section of a clothing store. Clothing is just
fabric! I, too, was shocked. While certain pieces are tailored to
accentuate the ‘male’ or ‘female’ body type, maybe some people
don’t want that part of their body highlighted. Who are you to
make someone feel bad about themselves when they look mad
cute??? The most attractive part of a person is their positive vibes!
Comfort is MUCH more important than looking cute. Get off
my lawn if you’re going to shame people for wearing what they
want!
In conclusion, women in suits. U

it must be difficult to be repulsed
gross! disgusted
by
the very thing that carries you
and your brain and your heart
and your kindness
kindness! a thing they never taught you to be
to yourself.
you find yourself a stranger
to the things your friends talk about all the time
because you will never believe that any of it
was ever meant
for any of you
why don’t you ever think
that you are meant for more?
because i was taughtthat my worth was based on how i looked
i was supposed to look a peculiar way to the world
and ii just don’t look like that. U
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Wouldn’t it be loverly:
learning to be beautiful
aditya bhagirath

W

hen I think about shif ts within my understanding of who I am, my mind races
towards Audrey Hepburn in My Fair Lady.
In particular, the image of Hepburn as Eliza
Doolittle making her grand début in British high
society at the Ascot Racecourse. Eliza is wearing a
dress made of white lace and draped with blackand-white bows at her legs, waist and chest. She is
carrying a fancy umbrella — I somehow doubt it is
ef fective against rainy weather — and is wearing a
hat with fabric and red and pink flowers nestled on
top of it, drooping to one side.
She is the picture of what a wealthy British
woman should look like and yet, in a series of
humorous moments, her behaviour betrays the
performance to reveal her roots as a working-class
flower girl who used to live on the streets of London.
The performance Eliza puts on somehow felt
familiar to me. There was the desire to be someone
else, the inner knowledge that you are destined
for a fate much dif ferent and better than what has
been seemingly decided for you.
Looking back on My Fair Lady now, there is much
to discuss and critique about the depictions of
women and class in the film — Henry Higgins is
truly a nightmare of a man and I thankfully no longer have the desire to be a member of the British
aristocracy — but 10 year-old me was more focused on Hepburn, her sheer charisma and warmth
unparalleled. I remember staring right at the TV
in my living room and desperately attempting to
mimic her, dancing around the house and singing
about feelings of joy, love and longing.
As Hepburn belted how she “could have danced

all night,” I watched her with my own sense of longing too, but for what I had yet to put into words.
But even then I knew that these feelings were
wrong. She was the definition of femininity and
I was a little boy who should not be feeling any
affinity or connection to her. I wanted so badly to
take that longing and stow it inside of me, to make
myself forget the safe and throw away the key. But
it remained.
A few years later, I was 13 and had begun to access a vocabulary to help me understand why I was
so enamoured with Hepburn. A teacher who gave
me much support was Kurt Hummel from Glee.
Admittedly I am baffled and embarrassed by
the degree to which I was a ‘Gleek,’ considering that
it has aged poorly. Despite this, I cannot deny the
importance that Kurt had in my life.
Kurt was so unabashedly dif ferent from all
the other boys at McKinley High, with his love of
musicals and distaste for sports, his high-pitched
voice and ef feminate body language, the very
things I forced myself to hide so that no one would
single me out from the other boys in my school.
When I watched Kurt wear a divided suit — half
masculine black tie, the other a glittery white with
a fringed sleeve — and belt out the Julie Andrews
classic, “Le Jazz Hot,” I strutted around my bedroom,
partly hopped up on adrenaline and partly because I
was terrified of what would happen if I stopped and
realized what I was doing and feeling.
Loving Kurt Hummel, just like loving Eliza Doolittle, was something I needed to be ashamed of.
It’s ironic, then, that it was Mystique from the
X-Men movies — whose comics I have not read,
please do not yell at me — and Villanelle from the
show Killing Eve, two Queer-coded anti-heroes, were
the characters who helped me embrace my femininity.
Clearly, I was taking the mantra “Be gay, do
crimes” to another level.
Mystique — played by Rebecca Romijn — and
her shapeshifting powers which allowed her to
manipulate and deceive her enemies. Villanelle
— Jodie Comer — and her work as a high profile
assassin who regularly indulges in luxurious clothes,
decadent food and attractive partners. On the surface, Mystique and Villanelle are set up to be seen
as additions in the storied line of openly feminine or
Queer-coded villains who must be defeated by the
heroes, the X-Men or MI6 agent Eve Polastri — Sandra Oh — respectively. But instead, they are adored
by audiences for their skill, wit and style.
In fact, the texts of their show explicitly reveal
how it is the world that these women live in that
forces them to commit violent acts. Mystique is a
blue mutant in a world that hates her people’s very
existence while Villanelle kills with gusto as a way to
fill the void in her life, partly created by psychological trauma from her youth including an affair with
her French teacher. So when I watched Mystique
or Villanelle on screen, I did not recoil or compartmentalize. Instead, I gradually allowed myself to
embrace the femininity that made me love them so
much.
I began to wear more makeup, I stopped trying to
lower the tone of my voice and I never forced myself
to hang out with boys for the sake of seeming like a
‘normal boy’ again.
I particularly connected with Mystique, who was
proud of her skin colour and not ashamed of showing it, which appealed to me as a chubby brown boy.
Mystique and Villanelle each fight against a
world that tries to limit their capabilities and desires.
They attack that system and relish in every wound
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they inflict, embracing their femininity while they
do so.
They inspired me to be brave by being myself.
In the first season of Killing Eve, there is a scene
where Eve dons designer clothes and perfume that
Villanelle sent her as a threat and an invitation. As
Eve wears the clothes, you can visibly see her let its
power overtake her as she gazes at herself in the
mirror, intrigued and frightened by her beauty. It
made me remember being 10, secretly modelling my
older sister’s four-inch high heels, or coating my lips
in a dark-purple lipstick I bought from a department
store. In those moments, in pointed shoes and fancy
makeup, I felt free and light like a warm gush from
a geyser.
These inspirations only go so far but I think that,
ultimately, I want to watch myself the same way that
Eve does — finding pleasure in her femininity, even
when everything around her is screaming at her to
reject it, saying it’s too dangerous, ugly or deviant.
Because of Villanelle, Mystique, Eliza Doolittle
and Kurt Hummel, I have learned to tune out those
voices. Today, I wear lipstick to class and to parties,
wrap chokers around my neck and paint my nails. I
do not straighten my wrists or lower my voice.
I live for the little brown boy who could not
express himself. U

Talking gender
moe kirkpatrick
Last weekend, we went to a party: Nodi, James and I.
The apartment was small and the guests loud.
Philosophers, mostly, boasting over wine in plastic cups
about the woman they had corrected in Starbucks
for talking down to her child or the professor that
they didn’t know but their friends knew
who dated a girl the same age as his students.
I am not a philosopher. I don’t deal, as they do,
with the pure conceptual. James knows this; Nodi too.
We sat on the floor beside the couch, someone
asleep already behind us. I want your opinion, James said,
on this idea I have. We must have sat there for an hour,
at least, talking gender and social constructivism,
and how you know, when you know,
that you are Trans, if gender is only a construct.
How do you know what you want to perform? Shouldn’t it
be simple? You perform until you transition,
then you perform something else. When has it been like that
for anyone? How could you guarantee that for everyone?
Look, I couldn’t explain, if I tried,
how it felt on that floor. How Nodi explained herself,
added to her thoughts, amended them, thorough in her caring.
Or the slow measured set of James’ jaw, how he chose
each new word precisely and assembled them with his hands,
into what he wanted to say.
I am tired of talking about gender with cis people.
I am tired of performing explanation
or gender or polite Transgendered explanation.
We were performing for each other. Of course
we were performing for each other. Everything
is performance. Philosophers performing
moral outrage. Acquaintances feigning polite interest.
How is Trans performance different among a Trans audience?
How do you decide when to perform, when not to perform?

And I didn’t even need to
learn long division, anyway
thomas o’donnell

O

ne morning when I was in Grade 5, I
woke up with a giant pimple on my
left cheek.
It was a deep red and it burned brightly
on my face. I picked at it all day, digging
deeply with my stubby fingernails. The
more I picked at it, the hotter it got, but
I wanted it off of my face so badly. I was
already self-conscious about everything
else about myself — my clothes, my hair,
the fact that I was already 50 pounds
heavier than my class of 15 students — I
really didn’t need this pimple to make me
feel bad as well.
As I slept that night, I hoped that it
would be gone the next day, but when I
woke up, it was darker and bigger. As I sat
through my lessons on simple machines
and the French word for bedroom, my
pimple consumed my thoughts. It distracted me from what was important at
the time: crying about long division and
listening to my friends talk about which of
the five boys in our class was the best at
football and therefore the cutest.
As the week went on, my pimple faded
to a flat brown colour. It had taken on a
velvety feel different from my otherwise
smooth face. I pressed on it, hoping that if
I pushed hard enough it would return back
into my cheek and that I could go back to

We were sitting on the floor
and my joints hurt. I did not think about shirt collars
and slouches, bra straps and wrinkles in the right places.
I am just talking.
In a moment, I will move. U

fake it ’til you make it
sarah zhao
so tell me how to fit my body into these seams
and tell me how to look
the way i sound on a page
check long black hair check almond-shaped eyes
cross out a mid-section that lies
push and shove at this runaway body
with its delinquent thighs
i feel like a picture, i’m
coloured in outside the lines
i laugh too loud, i hurt too deep
i don’t want anyone to look at me
slowly paint on my face til the mirror
reflects the girl in my mind
i am afraid of nothing more
than being who you think i am
break one type, get trapped in two
climb out of the cage but still
i am afraid of nothing less
than being who i think you are
this is my performance:
wakeuppaintpushandshoveand
step outside. U
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the other things that worried me, like if
everyone could see that I had to wear a
training bra already.
The months came and went and my
newfound mole had developed a newfound trait. Thick, jet-black, unsightly
hairs had started to grow straight out of
it. All the pinching I could muster couldn’t
pull them out. It became a weekly routine
of mine to pluck the hairs out before I had
to start the school week. I would rub my
sore cheek feeling my smooth soft skin,
comforted by the uniformity of my face
and how, if I did this one thing, I could be
like everyone else. I updated my Mii so it
would reflect my new mole.
I’ve been plucking my mole for 12 years
now. I have left parties early because I
have forgotten to pluck my mole. To say it
consumes my mind is an understatement.
In my long meetings with doctors and
nurses, they make me look at printed-out
sheets of paper that tell me all the effects
of starting testosterone. More facial hair
starts in three to six months, they say.
Facial hair will be great, people tell me. I’ll
get to blend in and no one will question
my masculinity. I’ll trade my tweezers for a
razor. The fact that my whole face will feel
like my mole means I have a new thing to
consume my mind now. U

My love-hate relationship
with skinny jeans and other
people with vaginas
gwen stevenson
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I

went my entire elementary school life flat-out refusing to wear skinny
jeans. I would wear the loose, straight jeans advertised to young boys
working on tractors, most of which had elastic sewn into the waist. My
mom was always pointing out cute tweens in skirts or skinny jeans, saying
things like “Wow, she looks really pretty, doesn’t she?”
In Grade 6, my mom made me start wearing a bra, finally. It was very much
overdue, though I was apparently in some type of denial.
To my dad, my tomboy look was a hilarious phase. He also wore straightlegged farmer jeans and took my imitation as a great compliment. He called
my fashion “functional” and always took me out hiking in the Uinta Mountains or planting arugula in our garden.
When I was 10, my Sunday school class was split up by gender. Girls in
dresses on one side, boys in pants on the other — like other Mormon girls,
I covered my shoulders, knees and chest in order to respect myself and my
future husband more.
We were told to list ways in which we could prepare to be better parents.
The other girls and I listed things like “learn to sew” and “babysit more.’”The
boys got things like “go camping” and “get a good job.”
The takeaway was clear and immediate — I was a girl who was going to be
a wife who was going to be a mother. To me, ‘successfully’ being a girl meant
being pretty and making boys like me. But I didn’t like being told what to do. I
have never liked seeking others’ approval, wearing pastel colours or sewing.
I like being the centre of attention.
I didn’t want to be like other girls because I had been taught my whole life
that women were weaker and gentler, too pretty and precious to do anything
but get married by 19. I didn't want to do that. I didn’t want to ‘be like other
girls.’
Somewhere along the line this transformed into a full blown ‘not like other
girls’ phase.
Pink? No way, I liked blue. My iPod Nano was full of Johnny Cash and I
expressed my hatred of boy bands to anyone who would listen. I avoided
makeup like a contagious disease and operated like anyone who wore it was
intellectually inferior. In an ef fort to escape my cookie-cutter view of what it
meant to be a ‘girl,’ I ended up detesting them. Including myself.
It took me years — much, much longer than I’m willing to admit — to realize that this ‘other girl’ doesn’t exist. I have never met a girl who was fragile,
vain, seeking male attention, quiet and timid. I started questioning what I
was really rebelling against. I love being around women — I’ve always gotten
along better with them. They're diverse, kind, powerful, smart and empathetic.
If women could be all those things, why didn’t I want to be like them?
In my last years of high school, I allowed myself the possibility of being
girly. I wore a full face of makeup every day, skinny jeans too. I admitted that I
liked musicals and I joined the dance team because that is what girls do and it
turned out that I liked being a girl. To my surprise, wearing makeup didn’t give
me a sudden, uncontrollable urge to pop out babies, nag my future husband
and drop 50 IQ points.
I came to UBC as passionate, if terribly misinformed, feminist. I learned
quickly, though.
I met girls that didn’t ever want to get married and some who already
were. My friend Rafa said swear words a lot and was still the nicest person I’d
ever met. I met girls who loved having sex and girls who hated it. My friend
Margaret wore a lot of black but had an infectious laugh and got along with
everyone. I met girls who covered themselves from head to toe, girls who
refused to ruin a cute outfit wearing a coat and girls who drank alcohol. I met
Kyla, who listened to rap music, and Shania, who listened to country, but both
loved cute skirts and bad jokes. I hadn’t considered these things before —
that a person could do things without considering the impact on their gender.
Suddenly, I had guy friends who wanted to hang out with me because we
had common interests. For the first time I realized that most guys wanted to
get to know me because I was a cool person to hang out with, not because
they needed a future wife.
I met my first Trans friends, who showed me — with incredible amounts of
patience and love through my mistakes — that being a girl is so much more
than one’s ‘equipment.’ I hadn’t ever considered that.
I started looking outside my gendered views to find things I enjoyed. I
found Kendrick Lamar, craf t cider, arguing about political theory and watching documentaries.
I also realized that girls could like other girls. Like like them. And af ter
years of fantasizing about holding hands with other women — but like,
romantically — I found a girlfriend who holds my hand all the time. I've never
met anyone who looks better in high-waisted skinny jeans, a huge smile and a
thrif ted T-shirt.
This entire process took years. Years of pain and backsliding, self doubt,
bad decisions and a lot of self-hatred to realize that I like being a girl. Being
a girl could mean anything I wanted it to. And loving myself means forgiving
the 13 year-old me who was disgusted over anything resembling femininity.
I’ve learned that gender isn’t a personality, or a physicality, or a rulebook
that tells you what you can and can’t do. I of ten wonder if I'm not even a girl or
a boy. I know a lot of brave people who have already thought this and only became happier as they realized that binary gender norms aren’t for them at all.
But for right now I’m a girl.
I’m working hard on loving everyone. That includes the boys, that includes
girls and that includes whatever you identify as. That also includes myself. I’m
proud to report that as of right now, I am rocking a pair of mom jeans — my
skinny jeans are in the wash — waiting for my amazing girlfriend to come
over, listening to Johnny Cash and caring a lot less about people’s genitals
than my 13 year-old self. And I’m very happy to be like other girls. U

Our paradoxical society
bridget meehan

A

paradox of the society that we live in is that we criticize
the multitude of stereotypes we have created, but then
continue to encourage each other to blend into them.
Of course, I also do this: The Bachelor is my favourite show and
I wear Justin Bieber’s perfume every day. On the contrary
though, my socks are probably dirtier than the socks of any boy
I know. Why is it that these humanistic characteristics have to
be assigned a gender?
Our minds are trained to believe that certain activities or
feelings are attributed to men or women — when in reality,
their only relation is they are just human behaviours. Some
people are comfortable living in zones of familiarity and assimilation, but there should not be societal pressure. I don’t think it
masculinizes me if I can throw a football across a field, just as I
do not find it de-masculinizing to see a man cry.
While this month has been devoted to romance, it would be
beneficial to stop romanticizing gender roles. Rather than relying on your biology to tell you who you are and what characteristics you are destined to have, practice preserving the qualities
that humanize you. U

Hollow

z williams

It’s a funny thing, to feel hollow.
I tap my fingers on my chest
And hear a dull echo
As sound races through empty space.
There’s something missing,
I tell myself.
There should be something here.
My heart is there, I can hear it beating.
No, the hollow place is on my chest.
Like I’ve been turned inside out
And something that should be outside
Is inside
Trapped behind a cage of bone.
I tap at it with fingertips,
Trying to excavate what I know should be there
And let it breathe the sun and sky
But all I get is an echo.
My skin feels thinner
And thinner
And thinner.
Until I could break it with one more tap
And there would just be void inside.
It’s a funny thing, to feel hollow.
The void gets bigger some days
Until it threatens to swallow me whole.
I’ve tried stuffing it full.
Socks.
Shirts.
It helps
But the void is always there.
Some days I can’t tell where the void ends
And I start.
It’s not so funny, feeling hollow.
Not when trying to fill the hole
Becomes all you can really do
And it
Never
Works. U

In favour of men’s deodorant
isa isa

D

eodorant is a cheap way to ensure you smell fresh so
people are willing to sit next to you on the bus. From a
practical point of view, one deodorant is made up of all
the same chemical ingredients as another deodorant — and
gender is probably a marketing gimmick invented by corporations so we might as well ignore it. But men’s deodorants tend to
be cheaper and come in larger quantities than women’s versions.
They also have super cool names like Ice Cold Avalanche or Sexy
Lumberjack or Hardcore Flame. It’s fun.
If you’re an assigned-female-at-birth Trans person, it’s really
great for pushing away dysphoria. It’s subtle, but you can catch
whiffs of it when you move. There is something distinctly comforting about going through the day and being able to have this
private thing that affirms your identity. It’s personal and doesn’t
feel like this bold proclamation, which helps if you aren’t comfortable with that sort of thing or if you’re not out.
Not to mention the sheer comedic value of going on a date
with a guy and correctly guessing his deodorant brand of choice.
It’s a great gimmick and conversation starter, “Oh wow, we use
the same deodorant — we have soooo much in common.” That’s
my go-to line. U
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The things they did not tell her
idaresit thompson

T

he moment she woke up to loud gospel music blaring from the kitchen, she immediately groaned. Gospel music in the morning meant that she would have to spend
the entire day toiling in the kitchen. If she twisted her face in annoyance, her mother would remind her that she was a girl. That she “must learn to cook to be a good wife.”
These were the things that they told her.
When she was 12, the arrival of her period was supposed to be a life-altering day. This
was the day of ‘the sex talk.’ The day that her mother would pass on wisdom. Yet, her
mother quickly said, “Be a good girl and don’t play with boys!”
That message was more than enough for her to know that sex was not for good girls.
So when her cousin became pregnant at 16 and her mother muttered that her cousin “had
always been a naughty girl,” she knew the importance of being a good girl.
These were the things that they told her.
At 17, Uncle N joked about the uselessness of the unmarried woman, while her father
laughed in agreement. She remembered the alien feeling of betrayal coming over her,
but she kept quiet.
So when the family sat down to discuss Aunty R’s unmarried state and Aunty R proclaimed that “Marriage did not make one a woman,” she learned that not everything was
by force.
These were the things that they did not tell her.
Her mother taught her how to be a good woman. She taught her how to paint her eyelids, fill in her lips and how to shave her legs without pesky razor burns. She learned about
what it was to be a ‘good woman.’ But as the years went by, she noticed the droopiness
in her mother’s eyes and she learned that, sometimes, being a ‘good woman’ was tiring.
So when her mother chastised her for leaving the house bare-faced, she did not scowl in
response. For she knew that there were things that they did not tell her mother as well. U

A brief history of my masculinity

pawan minhas

GRADE FIVE
Before I go to school, I check myself out in the mirror
one last time. I’m Pawan. I’ve got my wireframe glasses,
shaggy hair, relentless acne and one of the three hoodies
I wouldn’t be caught dead without. It helps me feel a bit
less self-conscious about my weight and putting the hood
up makes me feel like the guy from those Assassin’s Creed
posters I see in EB Games. I leave the house convinced I
should go for a run during recess and learn Italian.
GRADE NINE
I’m washing my hands in the school bathroom and,
looking up, I see Harry Potter staring back at me. Well,
if he was chubbier, wore an Aéropostale hoodie and was
brown. Also if Hermione never Alohomora’ed his glasses.
“Tonight,” I said to myself. “I’ll tell mum I wasn’t
hungry during lunch. Maybe that’ll help things.” I ignore
my stomach as it grumbles its discontent with my choice.
With Pawan’s choice.
FIRST YEAR
New province, new school, new friends. This is all well
and good but I’m still frustratingly the same. I’m still

Pawan. My family is back at home, wondering how things
are going on my end and working through their own
tough spot. “I gotta do something to help out,” I said to
myself. “Oh! If I restrict my own demand, their supply of
money goes up, just like economics said!”
Skipping meals sucks, but right now is the time to
tighten the belt.
THIRD YEAR
Stress does a lot to you. I’ve lost some weight which is
cool, but I’ve also lost a lot of hair. Turns out that almond
oil doesn’t stand much of a chance against that whole
‘DNA’ thing.
“Whatever, at least I’m pretty slim now! Plus you can’t
even really see the bald spot, right?” The wind outside
gusts and my combover whimpers. “Well, you’ve always
been something of a hat guy anyway, right Pawan?”
FOURTH YEAR
I’m writing a piece about stuf f I never thought I’d talk
about, wondering what all those other Pawans would
have to say about it and about me. I’ve always been
Pawan, I’m pretty sure. Pawan is a man and has always
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been so. Younger versions of me might disagree, but they
grew up taking in a steady diet of shredded Bollywood
stars and were friends with kids who’d take his glasses
and run, knowing he couldn’t catch up to them if he tried.
Younger me’s didn’t really think a girl would fall for
someone like that and what is a man if not someone
women pine af ter?
Turns out, a man is exactly what you think he should
be. I think he should be bald, gangly and big-nosed, but
most folks don’t look that much like Squidward.
I haven’t become the suave, Casanova-assassin
hybrid I’d thought I’d be when I was a kid and dreamt of
being skinny. I haven’t become the rich, shredded Bruce
Willis-type I’d thought I would become in my years of
university. On the flip side, I started eating more regularly, hitting the gym for fun and not really worrying about
hugging my guy friends. Some of them hesitate to hug
back, not really sure of how to do the whole ‘guys giving
af fection’ thing. I don’t begrudge them for that because
it takes a bit to learn. They’re still figuring out how to do
it and I’m happy to be patient with them because that’s
who I am.
Because I’m Pawan. U

Slice of life

priya bhat manjeshwar

“Y

ou do know that all female newsreaders
are supposed to be slim, trendy and attention-grabbers, right?”
My hand froze mid-air with fried bhatura between my
fingers, filled with chickpea curry dripping on all sides.
The leavened bread made from flour and baking yeast
had my stomach taking a similar shape halfway through
the meal. And now here it was, all the knots in the right
places. But I knew this was bound to take place eventually.
I looked to my left and caught my mom’s eye. She
was dreading this very moment. Those black pools were
pleading me not to argue or create a scene. We were the
hosts after all, entertaining my uncle and his not-sopleasant company. I turned my head and looked straight
into the face of this man who made the comment,
blissfully unaware that his words did not sit well with
this crowd.
For a split second I thought of walking out before the
conversation even started — what, in my opinion, would
have been the best decision for all. But I was never the
kind to pull a spontaneous stunt. The most impulsive
thing I had ever done was to submit an assignment late,
purposefully. As an afterthought, I realized getting
drunk with my parents in the neighbouring room could
top that category as well.
So I sat there with pursed lips which, while chewing
my food with a force, were also begging for mercy to be
laid down my throat.
“Yes, Uncle, I am working on it.” I was surprised my
teeth were still intact.
As soon as my words reached all ears in the room, I
mentally kicked myself and changed the direction of the
colourful words roaring in my head, towards me for being so pitiful. A smart journalist would have fact-checked
his statement then and there. But hey, it’s the post-truth
era and I cater to my audience.
I am fat.
I am fat enough that I need to pick clothes from the
plus section or wait for another trip in a slightly crowded
elevator, but not so much that I would require two seats
on a plane or have difficulty in tying my shoelaces.
Contrary to popular belief, I don’t get mad at being
called fat. The same way I don’t get mad at being called
tall. An adjective like any other, the word accomplishes
its task but sadly carries the burden of a negative connotation. My annoyance and displeasure at those who fat
shame stems from their stubborn inability to comprehend the fact that fat people have a life, both personal
and professional, regardless of their issues with weight
management.
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Lost in this train of thought, I was brought back to
reality when my brother nudged me with a worried look
on his face, one which meant he would pounce on the
guy if the need arose.
At this point I was sitting awkwardly at the dining
table, hoping that my small piece of bread would last
long enough that my plate did not look empty and, at the
same time, not too full.
“You live right by the beach here. You should run on
the water. It will help you shed some kilos faster,” my
uncle said, smiling delightedly as though his words gave
me all the comfort I was craving. Some silence would
have done the job.
This was no new setting to me. For as long as I have
been able to make sense of alphabets and numbers —
and my math is pretty strong — I have been the subject
of discussion that tables at least 60 minutes of every
social gathering. By the end of the night, my poor mother
has endured recommendations of three different diets, a
couple new recipes and a few decisions involving changes in my lifestyle.
If I had a dollar for every time my weight was brought
up, I would single-handedly be able to solve the climate
crisis.
Nonetheless, I found this suggestion amusing — it
was the first new one in a very long time. I tried to imagine myself at the beach running, with the sea pulsing,
crashing wave upon wave against the immovable rock.
It suddenly occurred to me that my family and friends
have been my rock and my once-in-a-blue-moon guest,
the sea.
My parents have always been steady and unmoving,
constant in their love even when words were hurled at
me like shards of a broken mirror. I’ve fought with them,
had disagreements, gone days without eating to prove
a point and yet, it never changed anything. I understand
their concerns and their priority of my well-being.
My relationship with my occasional guests on the other hand has been volatile from the very beginning. Hot,
cold, on, off, not too warm but a bit too cold. And that
was the problem. They haven’t been there for me during
the hardest times and their intentions pure as inhalable
carbon dioxide.
“I’ll definitely try that out, Uncle. How is Neha’s civil
services preparation going?” I asked.
Growing up in an Indian household, I learned at a
young age that if you don’t want someone prying into
your personal life, you shift the focus and give them an
opportunity to gloat about their children.
And suddenly, the conversation had shifted gears and
I felt lighter than ever before. U

